Wild Rose Meadow (WRM)

Snow Plowing Agreement

Approved at February 2019 Annual Meeting

In the case of accumulated snow on Rosehip Road and the 5 parking areas (South/South Cluster, North/South Cluster, West Cluster, East Cluster, North/East Cluster), the residents have agreed to have Norm Flint from Eastsound plow the road and parking areas in the event of accumulation of 4 in. (or more). Since he plows the Medical Center across Mt. Baker Rd., when he is finished with the Medical Center, he will come and plow WRM without us needing to call him. He will bill WRM by sending a bill to OPAL. The treasurer of WRM has approved this expenditure in advance, as there is money budgeted in the WRM Neighborhood Fund for “Storm Clean Up” that will cover the cost of plowing.

Norm will not plow if the accumulation of snow is less than 4 inches. However, it will be left to Norm’s discretion what course to take if there is a forecast of back-to-back snowstorms that predict significant additional accumulation. Norm charges come to, on average, $170/hour.

Norm Flint: 360-317-5513

c/o Timberline Construction
PO Box 26
Eastsound, WA 98245
Home: 360-376-5433

Send invoice to:

OPAL
286 Enchanted Forest Rd. #B101
Eastsound, WA 98245
Attn: Wild Rose Meadow